
Provider Conference May 29, 2024
Evaluation for the Session: Barriers to Housing: Criminal Records, Eviction Records, Debt

Please let us know how you would rate the following statements about this session, from 1
(Fully Disagree) to 5 (Fully Agree). Please leave the response blank if it doesn't apply to you.







(optional) Please share your additional comments about what you appreciated or found
valuable in this session
11 responses

● Great presentation.
● It was great to learn highly practical information about how MPD can be utilized by

frontline providers -- I've worked with MPD before on debt payment, but I learned a lot
more about the full breadth of their services and I plan to refer to them a lot more now.

● MPD Sonja Stephanie is AMAZING
● Understanding how MPD can help
● Excellent topic!! And the presenter was great! The presenter's slides were very difficult to

read from the back of the room. The room was too small and there weren't enough
tables for all attendees. And there wasn't enough time for everyone to ask questions.



● The presenter was able to direct people to needed resources and had a thorough
knowledge of the topic and how to get things done.

● Valuable information, very open to questions
● n/a
● The room was much too small and overcrowded.
● Presenter was knowledgeable
● Great information. Got a bit side tracked with individual questions that weren't

necessarily pertinent to the full group. Presenter had great subject knowledge.

(optional) Please share any recommendations for how to improve our ability to discuss and
collaborate on this topic
6 responses

● None at this time.
● I actually think this one went perfectly. Answered tons of audience questions as we went,

and the presenter Sonja was gracious enough to answer some of my additional
questions after the session.

● Provide a better description of the presentation. Allow more time for Q&A
● None
● n/a
● Having more option of opinion of the topic


